The Internet is an example of a distributed system where the task of routing is performed in a multi-tier fashion: interdomain paths between autonomously-managed networks are subject to a global agreement (BGP), and the choice of intradomain paths is left to the discretion of each such network. When forwarding packets, Autonomous Systems (ASes) frequently choose the shortest path in their network to the next-hop AS in the BGP path, a strategy known as hot potato routing. As a result, paths in the Internet are suboptimal from a global perspective. In this paper we explore complementary deviations from hot-potato routing in a manner which benefits both ASes. We show that even for a pair of ASes obtaining such path trading solutions is NP-complete, and give pseudo-polynomial algorithms to find them. We use PoP-level maps of ASes obtained from measurements of real AS topologies in the Internet to show that, in comparison to hot-potato routing, path trading can substantially reduce the cost of intradomain routing.
INTRODUCTION
In distributed routing systems, packets are being forwarded from one autonomous entity to another in accordance to an * corresponding author Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. agreed contract. The most intuitive example of such systems is perhaps the Internet. In the Internet, tens of thousands of autonomously managed networks form a distributed routing system by forwarding information packets between one another, using the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) as their binding contract. Each such Autonomous System (AS) manages its network resources independently using interior routing protocols (such as OSPF, IS-IS, or RIP), which determine the path through which the packet travels from its ingress to egress points in the AS. Source to destination routes in the Internet are therefore a concatenation of the inner-network paths of the ASes committed to forward the packet.
The Internet is an example of a distributed multi-tier routing system, as it forms a network where each node is in itself an autonomous network. Motivated to minimize the bandwidth resources consumed by moving packets to the next AS in the BGP route, ASes frequently engage in hot-potato routing -shortest path routing, based on configurable link weights, within the AS to the next-hop AS. As a result of this selfish behavior, routes in the Internet are suboptimal from a global perspective.
Assume that there is a BGP path P = AS1, AS2, AS3, AS4 as portrayed in Fig. 1 . Under the assumption of hot-potato, a route from AS1 to AS4 translates to s, v1, u1, u2, u3, u4, t , on the intra-AS level. Note that if AS2 would deviate from its selfish hot-potato strategy, routing through the alternative path s, v1, v2, u4, t would increase the overall traffic efficiency in the network by offering a shorter path from s to t, while reducing the number of hops used in AS3. To execute this alternative, AS2 must be presented with an appropriate incentive. Suppose another BGP route P ′ exists for which AS3 could deviate in return from hot-potato routing in a manner which could save AS2 at least one hop in its internal AS-routing on P ′ . We could then expect this to provide AS2 with a satisfactory incentive to avoid hotpotato routing, and in this instance, route to AS3 using v2 on P.
Such path trades between ASes are the focus of our work in this paper. We use a cooperative game theoretic model, and study the dynamics of intradomain and interdomain routing as a two-player game. For two trading ASes, we associate a cost for an AS to deviate from hot-potato for a given route, and a (possibly negative) benefit this AS has for a deviation from hot-potato on some other route by its peering AS. We show that computing an individually rational solution -one in which the costs do not exceed the benefits for the two trading ASes -is NP-complete. We focus on two individu- ally rational objective functions, and a pseudo-polynomial algorithm to obtain them. The first maximizes the social welfare and the second is the Nash Bargaining (NB) solution [5] applied to our problem. Since our set of alternatives is finite, the NB solution does not maintain all of its properties from the Nash bargaining problem where the set of alternatives is convex. To evaluate our path trading method we used recent measurements from the DIMES project [6] , and tested path trading between 70 pairs of ASes on real Point of Presence (PoP) level topologies. Our results show that the path trading method indeed provides incentives for ASes to deviate from hot-potato routing, as it enables significant reduction of path costs.
Related Work
A cooperative game theoretic approach has been used in the past by Mahajan et al. [4] as a means for AS traffic engineering optimization. Recently, to determine the peering points between ASes, Shrimali et al. [7] suggested a Nash Bargaining-based approach which requires introduction of shadow prices. Based on the axioms of Nash bargaining [5] , their method is provably efficient and fair. Their model substantially differs from ours as they axiomatically assume a set of convex utilities. In our model, the costs and benefits of peering through different points between the ASes which defines the ASes' utilities, directly follow from the weights ASes associate with their intradomain paths. In [2] Johari and Tsitsiklis study the problem of optimal establishment of peering points between ASes. They analytically study the inefficiency of hot-potato routing in various canonical network topologies and show that determining the optimal placement of peering points for both the sender of the packet and the receiver is NP-complete. In our study the two trading ASes are both the sender and the receiver, and our objectives are concerned with maximizing a function of the utilities of both ASes in an individually rational manner. Cooperative game theoretic approaches have been also extended to explore the benefits of coordinated congestion control for multipath routing by Key et al. in [3] .
Paper Organization
We begin by presenting our model of a multi-tier routing system in section 2, which attempts to capture the dynamics of intradomain and interdomain routing in the Internet. In section 3 we give a formal definition of path trading and discuss the objective functions mentioned above. We then show that computing these objective functions is NP-hard, and give pseudo-polynomial algorithms to obtain such solutions. Section 4 contains results from experimentation we conducted on real AS topologies.
THE MODEL
We define a 2-tier routing model in the following manner. For a network G = (V, E) in tier 1, V represents the set of nodes and E represents the set of pairs of nodes in V which are connected. Each node i ∈ V is in itself a network in tier 2, denoted ASi = (Vi, Ei). Two nodes i, j ∈ V are considered to be connected in tier 1 if and only if there are at least two nodes x ∈ Vi and y ∈ Vj which are connected in tier 2. In tier 2 two nodes are connected if they are a physically connected, and there is some function w : E k −→ R which associates a weight with each link.
Routing in the 2-tier model is performed as follows. The network G = (V, E) chooses some path P = 1, . . . , m , j ∈ V, ∀j ∈ [m], to route data from AS1 to ASm. Each node j in P independently chooses an internal route in its network ASj to reach the next node j + 1 in P. In tier 1, we refer to the routing decision of G as the global agreement between the nodes in V , and the path P, as the interdomain path. A path within a network in tier 2 is an intradomain path.
Our model attempts to capture the two-tier inter-AS and intra-AS routing of information packets in the Internet. Note that routing is more restrictive in our model as we assume interdomain paths are dictated to the participating nodes according to a global agreement. We use this restriction in our model to focus only on optimization of existing interdomain paths, rather than optimization of intradomain paths through means of choosing alternative interdomain routes. We discuss this point further in section 5.
Throughout the rest of this paper we use the 2-tier routing model associated with the Internet, yet the discussion which follows can be trivially extended to any distributed multi-tier routing model. We focus our attention on pairs of ASes for which some interdomain path exists, such that the two ASes are adjacent members, or peers, on that path. While our discussion can be applied to any representation of the internal AS structure in the Internet, we choose to concentrate on the Point of Presence (PoP) level, modeled as an undirected weighted graph, where the weights represent the cost which ASes associate with each link as used by intra-AS routing protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS. We refer to the graph which represents the connections between ASes in the Internet as the Internet AS graph. Our tier 1 nodes are therefore ASes, and we often will use the terms inter-AS and intra-AS to refer to interdomain and intradomain, respectively.
For a network ASi = (Vi, Ei) and u, w ∈ Vi, we use δ(u, w) to denote the shortest path distance between u and w in ASi. The shortest distance, δ(u, w), can be calculated by any set of rules, e.g., based on additional annotations on the graph edges, and is not limited to minimum hop or minimum weight path. For an interdomain path P, and an AS in P, we model the intra-AS bandwidth resources consumed by P using the aggregate of intra-AS edge weights which are used during routing from an ingress point to the egress point which leads to the next-hop AS in P. The intra-AS routes are chosen from a finite set of routes which reach the nexthop AS. intra-AS routing is not required to conform to any global routing policy, and we assume that each AS strives to minimize the consumption of its resources.
To summarize the main points in the 2-tier AS model:
• Inter-AS routing is subject to a global protocol;
• intra-AS paths are chosen from a finite set of paths, according to the preference of each AS;
• Each AS strives to minimize the consumption of its resources.
Selfish Routing in Multi-Tier Environments
Routing an information packet to the next-hop AS in the interdomain path requires an AS to choose an intra-AS path from the packet's ingress point to its egress point. For the network ASi = (Vi, Ei), we use Bi to denote the set of border nodes in ASi, and Bi(ASj) to denote the subset of vertices in Bi which directly connect to ASj. A routing strategy is a function X : Bi → Bi(ASj), which determines an egress node for each border node in ASi. Since we assume that the shortest path between these two nodes is always used, the routing strategy implicitly determines the intra-AS path of the packet. Note that this is not necessarily the shortest physical, or minimum delay path. For example, when a certain link on the shortest path is to be avoided (e.g. due to congestion), the AS adjusts the link weights inside its network accordingly.
For some interdomain path, the hot-potato routing strategy, practiced by ASi, denoted X * i , is the strategy which chooses the shortest path to the next hop AS (for convenience assume that the cost of every two intradomain paths can be distinguished):
Striving to minimize the consumption of their resources, unless given an alternative incentive, ASes practice hotpotato routing. Indeed, there is strong evidence that such a policy is exercised by ASes [9] .
Note that under the assumption of hot-potato routing, every interdomain path P = AS1, AS2, . . . , ASn , determines a set of n intra-AS vertices {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, such that ∀i ∈ [n] we have vi ∈ Bi being the first node of ASi in the route (w.l.o.g. v1 is the last node in V1 which sends a packet to ASn). We refer to each such node vi as the selfish ingress node in ASi on the path P. In the example portrayed in Fig. 1 the nodes s, v1, u1 and t serve as the selfish ingress nodes of AS1, AS2, AS3 and AS4, respectively, on the path AS1, AS2, AS3, AS4 .
Lastly, since not all interdomain paths are at equal demand, when we consider routing between two peering ASes ASi and ASj we introduce a frequency function f : Bi × Bj → R to quantify the traffic of information packets routed from an ingress node v ∈ Bi to all ASes through the node u ∈ Bj .
PATH TRADING BETWEEN PEERING ASES
We consider two ASes to be path trading if at least one AS rejects its hot-potato strategy in favor for some alternative routing strategy. For ASi routing to its peer ASj, we quantify the cost of routing packets from an ingress node v ∈ Bi to an egress node x ∈ Bi(ASj) by:
This determines a (possibly negative) benefit for ASj:
A path trade between ASi and ASj is defined by the routing strategies Xi and Xj . Each such path trade defines a utility for ASi:
and similarly a utility uj(Xj , Xi) for ASj. We will often refer to the utilities simply as ui and uj , leaving the routing strategies implicit. We define a path trading solution to be an individually rational path trade between two ASes, i.e., routing strategies for which the utilities of both ASes are non-negative.
Path Trading Solutions
We focus on two objective functions common in game theoretic literature. The first, which we refer to as the Social Welfare (SW) solution, aims to choose the solution which maximizes the sum of the utilities of the trading ASes. Such a solution is desirable in the interest of optimizing the overall system performance. The second, referred to as the Nash Bargaining (NB) solution, aims to find the solution which maximizes the product of the trading ASes. For 2 players in the Nash bargaining problem [5] we are given a convex set of points in R 2 where a point in the set represent an alternative, and the utilities of player i is the ith coordinate of the point.
The individually rational solution which maximizes the product of the player's utilities on the set of alternatives is proven to be Pareto optimal, symmetric, invariant to affine transformations, and independent of irrelevant alternatives. Furthermore, it is unique. In path trading our set of alternatives is not convex, but finite and discrete. We have that in general, the NB solution for path trading is not unique and symmetric. In our case, it is easy to see that it is still Pareto optimal, invariant under affine transformations, and independent of irrelevant alternatives.
Hardness of Computing Path Trading Solutions
For two peering ASes ASi and ASj in an AS graph, the Path Trading problem (PT) is the task of obtaining an individually rational path trade between the ASes. To do so we must choose routing strategies Xi : Bi → Bi(ASj) for each ingress node in ASi and Xj : Bj → Bj (ASi) for each ingress node in ASj under the constraints:
1 To refrain from unnecessary notation, w.l.o.g. we assume that all egress nodes in ASi connect with equal distance to ASj. Note that otherwise it may be possible that X * i (v) and x connect at different distances to ASj and the difference δ(X * i (v), u) − δ(x, u) may not accurately represent our intuitive concept of ASj's benefit from v routing via x in ASi.
In Zero Subset Sum (ZSS), the well known NP-complete problem, one is given a set S of positive and negative integers as input and is to determine whether some subset T ⊆ S exists s.t. P a∈T a = 0. By a reduction from ZSS we now show that PT is NP-complete as well. Theorem 1. The path trading problem is NP-complete.
Proof. First, notice that the problem is clearly in NP. We will show that ZSS pPT. Given an input S = {a1, . . . , ar} to ZSS, let S− = {a ∈ S|a < 0} and S+ = {a ∈ S|a > 0}. We construct the following instance to PT. We construct two ASes, ASi and ASj; for every value ai ∈ S− we construct an ingress node va i in ASi, and construct an ingress node ua j in ASj for every value aj ∈ S+. In each AS we construct exactly two nodes which serve as the connectors between the ASes, {xi,yi} in ASi and {xj, yj } in ASj, where xi connects to yj and yi connects to xj. From each ingress node vi in ASi we set δ(vi, xi) = 0 and δ(vi, yi) = 1; similarly, in ASj, for each ingress node uj we set δ(uj, xj ) = 0 and δ(uj , yj) = 1.
Lastly, it remains to define the flow of traffic between ASi and ASj in our construction. For each ua j ∈ Bj the flow is P v∈B i f (ua j , v) = aj, and in the opposite direction P u∈B j f (va i , u) = −ai for each va i ∈ Bi (the flow is positive since ai ∈ S−).
A deviation from hot potato routing (routing to yi rather than xi) in ASi can be modeled as a pair of benefits ai, −ai , where ai is the (negative) benefit of ASi and −ai is the (positive) benefit of ASj. Similarly, this is mirrored by ASj where each deviation from hot potato is a pair of benefits aj, −aj with aj as the (positive) benefit of ASi and −aj is the (negative) benefit of ASj. Thus, for S ′ = { a1, b1 . . . , ar, br }, where bi = −ai for every i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, a solution to P T is equivalent to that of choosing a subset
We will show that a subset T ⊆ S such that T = φ is a solution to ZSS if and only if the transformed subset T ′ is a solution to P T . First, if T is a solution to ZSS, then P a∈T a = 0, and thus P a,b ∈T ′ b = 0, and specifically P a,b b ≥ 0. Also,
Conversely, due to the same reasoning, the maximal subset
∈T ′ a = 0 and therefore the corresponding set T ⊆ S from which T ′ is constructed is a solution to ZSS.
The above result immediately gives us the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Computing the path trading solutions which maximizes the social welfare as well as the Nash product is NP-hard.
Pseudo-polynomial Algorithms for Path Trading
While the SW and NB solutions are NP-hard to compute, a pseudo-polynomial algorithm can be used to obtain these solutions. We use a dynamic programming procedure which is dependent on the values of the input. To simplify notation, we will only consider costs and benefits in terms of ASj: for some intra-AS route r, either in ASi or ASj, we can consider only benefits b(r) to ASj with negative benefits to represent costs for ASj. Similarly, we look at costs c(r) to ASi, with negative costs representing benefits to ASi. W.l.o.g we can assume that for every path ri in ASi we have c(ri) ≥ 0 and b(ri) ≥ 0, and similarly, for every path rj in ASj we have b(rj) ≤ 0 and c(rj) ≤ 0. The task of obtaining an individually rational solution thus translates to choosing a set of routes R s.t. P r∈R b(r) ≥ 0 and P r∈R c(r) ≤ 0. We shall now simply refer to benefits and costs of routes.
For rM ∈ argmaxr∈Rb(r) and rm ∈ argminr∈Rb(r) let M = n · b(rM ) and m = n · b(rm). For each i ∈ [n] and b ∈ {m, . . . , 0, . . . , M }, let σ i,b be the subset of {r1, . . . , ri} of minimal cost s.t. P
If σ i,b includes two routes from the same ingress node we say it is illegal. Thus, we formally define the cost of σ i,b to be:
We apply the following dynamic programming procedure:
2. for each i ∈ [n] compute recursively, for all b ∈ {m, . . . , M }:
3. Choose the individually rational solution which maximizes the objective (SW or NB) from the sets σ n,b . If no such solution exists return ∅.
The iterative procedure terminates after O((M − m) · n 2 ) steps and outputs the sets σ n,b with the minimal costs required for all possible benefits within the integer range of {m, . . . , M }. We computed a set of points in R 2 on the Pareto optimum, and thus choosing the (individually rational) solution which maximizes either the sum of the utilities or their product satisfies our objective.
EVALUATION

Methods
To evaluate path trading we tested our results on the PoP level in the Internet AS graph. We used the DIMES [6] IP level mapping of week 25 of 2007 which provides an IP level graph which includes over 600,000 links. Each such link includes an IP pair and a matching AS pair to which the IPs belong to. On this graph we created a PoP level mapping of each AS. Using the PoP generating algorithm [1] we obtained the mappings of IP addresses to their respective PoPs; we then used the IP level map once again, this time to establish inter-AS connections on the PoP level. We conducted this procedure for 70 ASes which are among the top 100 most connected ASes in the Internet AS graph (there was not enough coverage on the IP level to construct PoP mappings for some of the ASes in the top 100 list). Rocketfuel [8] is yet another available source for the mappings of the Internet on a PoP level, though we found mappings for only ten ASes and therefore chose to use a map generate by the DIMES project. We show the distribution of the number of PoPs found in each AS in Fig. 3(left) , and plot the number of PoPs against the AS degree in Fig. 3(right) . In table 1 we show some statistics of the topologies of these PoP level graphs, all in respect to the subgraph of the 70 ASes.
Our maps include the AS topologies alone, without delay measurements nor any weights on the links. We therefore used the measure of minimum hop distance, to estimate the cost of a path. Our maps also do not include detail of the demand matrix between the ASes. For this, we used the assumption that the demand between peering ASes is symmetric. We used the assumption that the probability of entering the AS through a specific ingress border node is uniformly distributed among the ASes' ingress nodes. Again, this is assumption is not necessarily true, as we can expect different measures of traffic coming in through PoPs which represent large cities, for example, as oppose to one representing smaller ones. With these assumptions we applied the dynamic programming procedure as specified above.
Our assumptions indeed introduce inaccuracies, however, using the highest degree ASes in the Internet map, we can expect that the amount of traffic which flows between two peering ASes in one direction, is balanced by the amount of traffic which travel in the opposite direction. This assumption of symmetry was also used in [7] . Also, the intention of our experiments is to show that ASes can find incentive to conduct path trade, as we consider real intra-AS topology and inter-AS links.
Results
The results presented here are of application of the SW solution only. The results of applying NB solution were similar, and are not presented in this paper. We first investigate the number of hops which can be saved as a function of the path trades conducted, as presented in Fig. 4(right) , and in Fig. 4(left) we plot a histogram of the number of hops saved normalized by the number of path trades. As one may expect the number of hops potentially saved with path trading increases with respect to the number of possible path trades.
We also studied the relationship between the benefit from path trading and the ASes' PoP degree -the number of PoPs in different ASes an AS is connected to. In Fig. 5(right) we plot the number of hops which can be saved as a function of the ASes' PoP degree, and in Fig. 5(left) we plot a histogram of the number of hops saved normalized by the PoP degree. Although there is evidentially a general increase in the number of hops saved, it is interesting to see that the two ASes which benefit the most from path trading are not necessarily the ones mostly connected to other ASes through PoPs (one is not even among the top 10 most connected ASes). This is a testament that the inner AS topologies affect the number of hops which can be saved through path trade. For example, ASes with star topologies, or with a small number of border nodes, are examples where benefits from path trading solutions are to less likely to be found.
DISCUSSION
As our experimental evaluations suggest, path trading can considerably reduce the number of intradomain hops between an ASes' PoP nodes. Of course, including link delays to the PoP level maps would allow better prediction to the benefits which ASes can expect as a result of path trading. On the algorithmic front, although we found the pseudo-polynomial quite efficient, finding approximation algorithms which do not depend on the size of the input values would be a valuable addition to our existing work, as well as for further research on similar bargaining problems. PoP degree in AS hops saved Figure 5 : The total number of hops which can be saved as a function of the PoP degree.
